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assortment english meaning
cambridge dictionary May 02
2024

uk əˈsɔːt mənt us əˈsɔːrt mənt add to word
list a group of different types of something
an assortment of vegetables an unlikely
assortment of rock stars and politicians
attended the charity concert synonym mixture
smart vocabulary related words and phrases
variety and mixtures all manner of something
idiom alphabet soup assorted

assortment definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Apr 01
2024

a collection containing a variety of sorts of
things a great assortment of cars was on
display synonyms medley miscellanea miscellany
mixed bag mixture motley potpourri salmagundi
smorgasbord variety see more

20 synonyms antonyms for
assortment thesaurus com Feb
29 2024

find 20 different ways to say assortment along
with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com



assortment definition meaning
merriam webster Jan 30 2024

the meaning of assortment is the act of
assorting how to use assortment in a sentence
the act of assorting the state of being
assorted a collection of assorted things or
persons

assortment meaning of
assortment in longman
dictionary of Dec 29 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary
english as sort ment əˈsɔːtmənt ɔːr noun
countable a mixture of different things or of
various kinds of the same thing assortment of
a wide assortment of friends an odd assortment
of knives and forks examples from the corpus
assortment the photographer also assembles an
assortment of major publi

assortment noun definition
pictures pronunciation and Nov
27 2023

usually singular a collection of different
things or of different types of the same thing
synonym mixture a wide assortment of gifts to
choose from he was dressed in an odd
assortment of clothes an assortment of plates
of varying sizes extra examples oxford



collocations dictionary join us

assortment definition in
american english collins
english Oct 27 2023

əsɔrtmənt word forms plural assortments
countable noun an assortment is a group of
similar things that are of different sizes or
colors or have different qualities an
assortment of cheese more synonyms of
assortment collins cobuild advanced learner s
dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers
british english pronunciation

assortment definition meaning
yourdictionary Sep 25 2023

noun filter noun the act of assorting
separation into classes american heritage an
assorting or being assorted classification
webster s new world a collection of various
kinds a variety american heritage an assorted
or miscellaneous group or collection variety
webster s new world a collection of varying
but related items

assortment definition of
assortment by the free
dictionary Aug 25 2023

1 a collection or group of various things or



sorts 2 the act of assorting collins english
dictionary complete and unabridged 12th
edition 2014 harpercollins publishers 1991
1994 1998 2000 2003 2006 2007 2009 2011 2014
as sort ment əˈsɔrt mənt n 1 the act of
assorting distribution classification

assortment definition
cambridge learner s dictionary
Jul 24 2023

noun c uk əˈsɔːtmənt us add to word list a
group of different types of something an
assortment of vegetables definition of
assortment from the cambridge learner s
dictionary cambridge university press
translations of assortment in chinese
traditional ���� �� �� see more in chinese
simplified ���� �� �� see more

assortment synonyms 108
similar and merriam webster
Jun 22 2023

synonyms for assortment variety medley jumble
collage mélange smorgasbord blend hodgepodge
antonyms of assortment similarity homogeneity
likeness sameness paucity homogeneousness
fewness



assorted definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com May 22
2023

əˈsɔtɪd ipa guide an assorted group of things
are different from each other assorted
presents could include a gift certificate a
bike and a stuffed animal this is a word for
things that aren t like each other but are in
the same grouping anyway assorted books are on
many different topics

synonyms of assortment collins
american english thesaurus Apr
20 2023

1 noun in the sense of variety definition a
collection of various things or sorts an
assortment of cheeses synonyms variety choice
collection selection mixture diversity array
jumble medley mixed bag informal potpourri
mélange french miscellany mishmash farrago
hotchpotch salmagundi pick n mix see examples
for synonyms

assortment wordreference com
dictionary of english Mar 20
2023

distribution classification a collection of
various kinds of things a mixed collection
assort ment 1605 15 collins concise english



dictionary harpercollins publishers assortment
əˈsɔːtmənt n a collection or group of various
things or sorts the act of assorting

assortment definition meaning
dictionary com Feb 16 2023

əˈsɔːtmənt noun a collection or group of
various things or sorts the act of assorting
discover more other words from re as sort ment
noun discover more word history and origins
origin of assortment 1 first recorded in 1605
15 assort ment discover more example sentences

collection synonyms 98 similar
and opposite words merriam Jan
18 2023

kə ˈlek shən definition of collection 1 as in
library an organized group of objects acquired
and maintained for study exhibition or
personal pleasure his stamp collection has
become quite valuable synonyms similar words
relevance library assemblage assortment
repertoire supply repertory arsenal trove
accumulation treasure

miscellany definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Dec 17
2022

noun a collection containing a variety of



sorts of things synonyms assortment medley
miscellanea mixed bag mixture motley potpourri
salmagundi smorgasbord variety see more noun
an anthology of short literary pieces and
poems and ballads etc synonyms florilegium
garland see more cite this entry style mla
miscellany

various assorted 7 crossword
clue wordplays com Nov 15 2022

the crossword solver found 30 answers to
various assorted 7 7 letters crossword clue
the crossword solver finds answers to classic
crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter
the length or pattern for better results click
the answer to find similar crossword clues of
letters or pattern dictionary crossword solver
quick help

bag assortment of various
things crossword clue Oct 15
2022

the crossword solver found 30 answers to bag
assortment of various things 4 letters
crossword clue the crossword solver finds
answers to classic crosswords and cryptic
crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern
for better results click the answer to find
similar crossword clues enter a crossword clue
sort by length
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